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f aii	the establishment of which here I would deprecate with sill niy w»  ^
.arjv	and resist by every possible means.   I have a deep and abiding soiimj
ar(/s	of the superiority of our own political institutions and oi their socuu
sent	effects.   But these, are questions, as I have already said, which, upon
t of	our own principles, each nation has the right to detenu mo tor itsoU.
} 01,	They do not complain when we express our opinions upon these snD-
It i	jects abroad with the freedom with which we treat thorn at home-
,uj(j	because they are not thin-skinned and no man whose opinions are o .
sjrc	any consequence will express them officiously or for the purpose oJ
not	annoyance.   As a people, taking them all and in all, it cannot ho
denied that they possess, in a very eminent degree, the qualities which
nj	conduce to individual respectability and usefulness and which const i-
jj	tute the elements of a powerful and magnanimous nation.   It is for
as	this, among many reasons, the interest of the United States to oulti-
jl_	vate the most liberal and friendly relations with them and the duty
j"	of those who are, from time to time, entrusted with the management
'	of our external concerns, to make it their business to promote Mini.
?	object by all-the means in their power that may consist with justice
and with national honor.
|	°This it will be easier to effect in the future than it has been in mic
past.   Distrust of the friendliness of England, with tho prejudices
natural to that feeling, have constituted from the beginning a proini-
?	nent and distinguishing trait of the old-republican, now democratic
party. To arrest, present and to guard against future violations of the Federal Constitution, to/secure to the people the full enjoyment of the republican institutions contemplated by that instrument and to protect the Country against the evils that were apprehended from an undue partiality for England were the principal objects designed to be accomplished by its formation, and the distrust and prejudice to which I have referred retained their prominence and influence in (he action of that party until the War of 1812. That war was its ae(. Its political opponents had neither part nor lot in declaring or in supporting it. The peace of 1815 was also its measure. It was in ils bosom, and there alone, that a change of feeling was necessary fo establish friendship between the two Countries. Tho olFeots produced by the peace and the altered disposition of the Government and people of England towards us which I have described have boon to me a sub-ject of deep interest and gratifying observation. What T say of fhe political organization in which I have been reared and which has never ceased to be with me an object of love and admiration doubtless will be received by the general reader cwn grmo satis: I expect; no less.
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